Evaluation by pulsed Doppler echocardiography of the atrial contribution to left ventricular filling in patients with DDD pacemakers.
To evaluate the significance of the left atrial (LA) contribution to left ventricular (LV) filling in cardiac pacing, LV inflow velocity was recorded with pulsed Doppler echocardiography in 20 patients with a DDD pacemaker. The pacemaker was programmed to atrioventricular (AV) sequential pacing with AV intervals of 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 ms, and then to VVI pacing at a fixed rate of 70 beats/min. To evaluate the relative changes of LV filling volume in individual patients, the percent change in time-velocity integral of LV inflow velocity in each pacing mode was calculated as the ratio to that of AV sequential pacing with an AV interval of 150 ms. To estimate the degree of LA contribution to LV filling, the ratio of time-velocity integral during LA ejection phase to that during total LV filling phase was measured at the optimal AV interval. The percent LV inflow volume in AV sequential pacing was 74% for an AV interval of 50 ms, 87% for 100 ms, 98% for 200 ms and 90% for 250 ms. The percent LV inflow volume in VVI pacing was 72%. The percent LV inflow volume at AV intervals of 150 ms was significantly greater than that at an AV interval of 50, 100 and 250 ms, and in VVI pacing (p less than 0.05). The degree of LA contribution to LV filling showed a positive correlation with the percent increase of LV inflow volume with mode conversion from VVI to AV sequential pacing (p less than 0.005) and also with age (p less than 0.005).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)